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bstract

Theoretical analysis of an electrostatic sensor with square-shaped electrodes for installation on a pneumatic conveying pipeline is reported in
his paper. In comparison with ring-shaped ones, the square-shaped electrodes are more difficult to analyze because of the four sharp corners.
ased on a mathematical model of the electrostatic sensor, induced charge on the electrode and hence the induced current are derived. Sensitivity

istribution and frequency response of the sensor are consequently identified. Additionally, effects of the geometric dimensions and attributes of
harged particles on the characteristics of the sensor are investigated. Experimental work was performed on a purpose-built particle flow test rig
n order to verify the modeling results. Suggestions on the improvement of the electrostatic sensor design are also given.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Solids particles always carry a certain amount of electrostatic
harge during transportation in pneumatic conveying pipelines
ue to collisions between particles, impacts between particles
nd pipe wall and friction between particles and air stream. Since
he charge on the particles carries certain information of the flow
n the pipelines, electrostatic sensors in the form of a conductive
lectrode in conjunction with signal conditioning electronics are
sed to measure the flow parameters. This method has obvious
dvantages over other techniques because of its simplicity in
lectrode and circuit design, cost-effectiveness and robustness.
arious electrostatic sensors have been successfully used to mea-
ure velocity [1–3], concentration [4,5], mass flow rate [4,6,7]
f solids and particle size [8,9].

Properties of electrostatic sensors with ring-shaped elec-
rodes as well as their applications to pneumatic conveyance

ave been well studied in the past [1,2,5]. However, very little
esearch has been undertaken on electrostatic sensors for square-
haped pipe sections which are seen in some industrial processes
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uch as fluidized beds [10]. Murnane et al. [11] studied briefly the
lectrical field due to a point charge in a square pipe using simpli-
ed analytic representation to deduce the induced charge density
n the electrostatic sensor. In this paper, we present in detail both
heoretical analysis and experimental studies of square-shaped
lectrostatic sensors, particularly sensor characteristics such as
patial sensitivity, signal bandwidth, and their dependence on
ensor geometry.

Yan et al. [1] studied the characteristics of ring-shaped
lectrostatic sensors by combining analytical modeling and
xperimental investigations. A similar approach is adopted here
o investigate in detail the characteristics of square-shaped elec-
rostatic sensors. Based on an approximate mathematical model,
nduced charge on the inner surface of the electrode is derived
hen charged particles pass through the electrode. Furthermore,

haracteristics of square-shaped electrostatic sensors are dis-
ussed through both theoretical and experimental analysis.

. Modeling and inference
.1. Modeling of a square-shaped electrostatic sensor

A basic physical model together with an approximate math-
matical model of an electrostatic sensor for installation on a

mailto:lihuipeng@tsinghua.edu.cn
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.sna.2007.07.021
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|PQ| =
√

|NQ|2 + z2 =
√

(u − x)2 + (v − y)2 + z2 (5)
Fig. 1. Physical construction of the electrostati

quare-shaped pneumatic conveying pipeline is established. The
odeling of the electrostatic sensor aims at obtaining the total

nduced charge on the inner surface of the electrode due to the
assage of a known point charge. Some assumptions are inten-
ionally made here to reduce modeling complexity. However, the

odel of the sensor is still accurate enough to reveal the intrinsic
haracteristics of the square-shaped electrostatic sensors.

.1.1. Basic physical model
Fig. 1 shows the physical model of an electrostatic sensor for

he velocity measurement of pneumatically conveyed solids in
quare-shaped pipelines. Fig. 1(a) illustrates the construction of
ensors; the screen layer is removed for clarity of illustration,
hilst Fig. 1(b) shows the cross section of the sensor. In this

tudy, the square-shaped electrodes are embedded in the pipe
all via insulators, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Charge is induced on

he inner surface of the electrode when charged particles travel
hrough it. To simplify the analysis, suppose the induced charge
n the surface of the electrode is measured by ideal external
lectronics. Meanwhile, a particle carrying charge q is regarded
s an impulse input when passing axially through the electrode
t a constant speed. Consequently, the impulse response of the
lectrostatic sensor is inferred.

.1.2. Approximate mathematical model
A mathematical coordinate system of the electrostatic sensor

s shown in Fig. 2. The modeling of the electrostatic sensor is
chieved under the following assumptions:

(a) A charged particle is regarded as an ideal point charge (P),
regardless of its geometric dimensions.

b) Point charge P is considered to merely have axial velocity,
free of radial speed.

(c) The thickness of the electrode is neglected.
d) Influence of the insulating layers and shield on the distribu-

tion of electric field in the sensing area is negligible.
From a mathematical point of view, in the coordinate system
Fig. 2), the dash median of the sensor electrode lies on the plane
ov. N stands for the projection of point charge P on plane uov,
hilst Q is on the crossing line of planes u = 1/2 and s = 0.

F
s

or: (a) sensors’ structure and (b) cross-section.

.2. Inference of induced charge

The electric field strength at point Q is given by

= q

4πε0|PQ|2 (1)

The normal electric field strength on the electrode surface is
xpressed as

⊥ = E sin θ cos φ (2)

here

in θ = |NQ|
|PQ| , cos φ = |Qx − Nx|

|NQ| (3)

or the rectangular plane u = 1/2 of the electrode.
Thus

⊥ = E
|NQ|
|PQ|

|Qx − Nx|
|NQ| = E

|Qx − Nx|
|PQ| = q(u − x)

4πε0|PQ|3 (4)

here

NQ| =
√

(u − x)2 + (v − y)2,
ig. 2. Mathematical coordinate system for the modelling of the electrostatic
ensor.
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A Gaussian surface of box shape is constructed as shown in
ig. 2. According to Gaussian law,

q1 = −ε0E⊥dS = −ε0E⊥dvds (6)

here q1 is the induced charge on the surface of the rectangular
art u = 1/2 of the electrode. Thus, the total induced charge on
he surface of this part is expressed as

1 = − q

4π

∫ 1/2

−1/2

∫ w/2

−w/2

u − x

|PQ|3 dsdv (7)

Similarly, induced charge on other sides of the electrode q2,
3 and q4 can be derived.

With the notation in Fig. 2, induced charge on different parts
f the electrode is expressed by the following uniform equation

i = − q

4π

∑
γ=1,−1

∑
β=1,−1

γ tan−1 (z + γ(w/2))(

((l/2) − αx)
√

((l/2) − αx)2 + (

i = − q

4π

∑
γ=1,−1

∑
β=1,−1

γ tan−1 (z + γ(w/2))(

((l/2) − αy)
√

((l/2) − βx)2 + (

here α = 1 when i = 1 or i = 2, and α = −1 when i = 3 or i = 4,
hilst β and γ are constant factors of 1 or −1.
Taking l as the basic length unit to eliminate the geometric

nfluence of the electrode, dimensionless parameters are intro-
uced here:

x

l
= Dx,

y

l
= Dy,

z

l
= Dz,

w

l
= Dw (9)

hus, qi is rewritten as

i = − q

4π

∑
γ=1,−1

∑
β=1,−1

γ tan−1 (Dz + (γ/2

((1/2) − αDx)
√

((1/2) − αDx)

i = − q

4π

∑
γ=1,−1

∑
β=1,−1

γ tan−1 (Dz + (γ/2

((1/2) − αDy)
√

((1/2) − βDx)

As a result, the total induced charge qt on the inner surface
f the electrode is expressed by the following equation

t =
4∑

i=1

qi (11)

. Sensing characteristics

.1. Induced charge

The following conditions

= 1, Dx = Dy = 0 (12)

re considered to investigate the influence of Dw on charge

nduced on the surface of the electrode when a single charged
article axially passes through the electrode. This means that the
article moves along the geometric axis of the pipeline, having
larger distance from the electrode compared to other routes.

F
t
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) − βy)

− βy)2 + (z + γ(w/2))2
(i = 1, 3) (8a)

) − βx)

− αy)2 + (z + γ(w/2))2
(i = 2, 4) (8b)

)((1/2) − βDy)

(1/2) − βDy)2 + (Dz + (γ/2)Dw)2
(i = 1, 3) (10a)

hus, the induced charge signal is supposed to be relatively weak
n amplitude.

In Fig. 3, the induced charge on the inner surface of the
lectrode obviously has reverse polarity compared with the mov-
ng point charge, which is discussed in Ref. [12]. Additionally,
he sensor signal produced from a wider electrode produces is
tronger in amplitude than that from a shorter electrode.

.2. Induced current

Suppose the point charge moves through the sensor along the
eometric axis of the pipeline at a constant speed V, then

= y = 0 or Dx = Dy = 0 (13)

Velocity factor a (s−1) is introduced here by

= al (14)

Induced current is given by

= dqt

dt
(15)
ig. 3. Induced charge for variable electrode widths when a particle travels along
he axis.
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ig. 4. Induced current for variable electrode axial widths (t = 0 is defined as the
ime when the point charge is passing through the median plane of the electrode).

Substitute qt expressed by Eq. (11) into Eq. (15). There-
ore,

(t) = dqt

dt
= −2q

π

∑
γ=1,−1

γ tan−1 (a/
√

1/2 + (at + γ(Dw/2))2)

1 + (a(at + γ(

It is noticed that in Eq. (16) parameters a and Dw contribute
ubstantially to the induced current, the effects of which are
nalyzed separately next.

.2.1. Effects of Dw on induced current
Set q = 1, a = 200 to discuss the effects of Dw on induced

urrent. When pipe’s outer side length l equals 50 mm, these
arameters ensure that a point charge with unit positive charge
ravels along the axis through the electrode at the velocity of
0 m/s.

Fig. 4 shows induced current with different electrode widths,
hich are normalized with the maximal absolute current when

he electrode’s relative width Dw = 1/5. As expected, the
nduced current lasts a short time and the peak values of the
nduced current are small when the axial width of the electrode
s small.

.2.2. Effects of V on induced current
Set q = 1, Dw = 1/25 to investigate the effects of point charge

elocity V or equivalent a on induced current. When the pipe’s
uter side length l equals 50 mm, the parameters mean that a
oint charge with unit positive charge passes along the axis
hrough the electrode of 2 mm.
Fig. 5 illustrates the induced current when the point charge
oves through the electrode at various speeds, which are nor-
alized by the maximal absolute current when the velocity

actor a = 300 s−1. It is drawn from the figure that the induced
urrent lasts a shorter time when the point charge moves at a
igher speed. However, the absolute peak values of the induced
urrent increase along with the point charge’s moving speed.

b
t
t

3

fi

(at + γ(Dw/2)2)/[1/2 + (at + γ(Dw/2))2]
3/2

)

2))2/(1/2) + (at + γ(Dw/2))2)
(16)

Fig. 5. Induced current for variable point charge speeds.

.3. Distribution of sensing field

To discuss the distribution of sensing field, spatial sensitivity
earby the electrode is defined as

s(x, y, z) =
∣∣∣∣qt(x, y, z)

q

∣∣∣∣ or

s(x, y, z) =
∣∣∣∣qt(Dx, Dy, Dz)

q

∣∣∣∣ (17)

here qt(x, y, z) or qt(Dx, Dy, Dz) represents the induced charge
n the electrode when the point carrying charge q is in a definite
osition qt(x, y, z) or qt(Dx, Dy, Dz). In practice, only the spatial
ensitivity inside the pipeline is concerned.

.3.1. Effects of Dz on the distribution of sensing field
To obtain the sensing field of the electrostatic sensor when

z varies, Dw = 1/25.
Fig. 6 shows different profiles of relative spatial sensitivity of

he electrostatic sensor, which are normalized by the maximal
patial sensitivity when Dz = 0. The spatial sensitivity of the elec-
rostatic sensor decreases as Dz increases. On the median plane
f the electrode, the sensitivity in the central area is lower than
hat close to the electrode. However, as Dz is large enough, the
ensitivity in the central area is larger than that near the electrode
o some extent. A transition exists between the two above sit-
ations as Dz changes and the transition always happens when
z approximately equals half of Dw, that is to say when the

harged particle is moving out from the inner of the rectangular
ox supported by the electrode. Furthermore, it is easy to notice
hat where the spatial sensitivity changes significantly turns out
o be near the electrode, especially in the four sharp corners.
.3.2. Effects of Dw on the distribution of sensing field
Similarly, when Dz = 0, the distribution of the spatial sensing

eld is obtained as Dw varies.
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ig. 6. Normalized sensitivity distributions for variable Dz: (a) Dz = 0; (b)

z = 0.05; (c) Dz = 0.5.

Fig. 7 shows the relative spatial sensitivity of the electrostatic
ensor, which are respectively normalized by their maximal
bsolute charge on the electrode on the plane Dz = 0 for variable
/l ratios. As expected, the sensor is more sensitive to the par-

icles adjacent to the pipe wall. These figures indicate that w/l

atio significantly affects the distribution of the spatial sensitiv-

ty of the electrostatic sensor. The sensor with a larger w/l ratio
as stronger and more uniform spatial sensitivity comparatively,
hereas a smaller w/l ratio leads to weaker and less uniform

ensitivity over the pipe’s cross sectional area. However, when

t
b
r

ig. 7. The spatial sensitivity for variable w/l ratios: (a) Dw = 1/5;(b) Dw =
/25; (c) Dw = 1/50.

/l ratio is small, the central area of the spatial sensitivity is
elatively flat.

.4. Spatial filtering characteristics

Suppose a point charge moves along the geometric axis of

he pipeline and the velocity of the moving charge is expressed
y Eq. (14). The moving charge through the electrode can be
egarded as an impulse input qδ(t). According to Eq. (16), the
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mpulse response of the sensor under condition (13) is given by

(t) = dqt

dt
= − 2

π

∑
γ=−1,1

γ tan−1 (a/
√

1/2 + (at + γ(Dw/2))2) −
1 + (a(at + γ(D

To make sure that most of the energy spectrum is included in
he bandwidth, the lower cut-off frequency fL and upper cut-off
requency fH are defined here based on energy spectrum as
∫ fL

0 Es(f )df∫ ∞
0 Es(f )df

= β1 (19a)

∫ ∞
fH

Es(f )df∫ ∞
0 Es(f )df

= β2 (19b)

here Es(f) represents the energy spectrum of i(t) and β1 and β2
re preset ratios. In the following analysis, β1 = β2 = 1%.

Fig. 8(a) shows the frequency characteristics of the impulse
esponse of the electrostatic sensor in response to various veloci-
ies of the point charge moving along the axis through the sensor
or electrode width Dw = 1/25. Obviously, the bandwidth of
he impulse response becomes wider in the frequency domain
hen the speed of the point charge increases. Fig. 8(b) shows

he frequency characteristics of the impulse response of the elec-
rostatic sensor in response to different particle passages at the
ame speed of a = 200 s−1. It is clear that the closer the point
harge is to the electrode, the wider bandwidth the impulse
esponse has. Fig. 8(c) shows the frequency characteristics of
mpulse response of the electrostatic sensor as the sensor elec-
rode axial width varies when the point charge moves at the
peed of a = 200 s−1. Usually a shorter sensor width provides
wider bandwidth. However, when the sensor width narrows

own to certain extent, signal bandwidth hardly changes, which
s proven by the almost overlapping energy spectra as shown in
ig. 8(c) when Dw = 1/25 and Dw = 1/50.

Fig. 9 shows the changes of fL and fH as the speed of the point
harge moving along geometric axis in the pipeline increases
or Dw = 1/25 and l = 50 mm. Both the lower cut-off frequency
nd the upper cut-off frequency rise linearly to the point charge’s
elocity.

The bandwidth of an electrostatic sensor plays an important
ole, especially to the design of its signal processing electronics
13]. To estimate the bandwidth of an electrostatic sensor with
narrow circular electrode, Yan et al. [1] uses the following

quation:

= Vs

W
(20)

here Vs is the average solids velocity and W is the axial width
f the electrode. A similar equation to estimate the upper cut-

ff frequency is also given in [14]. Although the shape of the
lectrode affects the characteristics of the electrostatic sensor,
y substituting Vs = al and W = Dwl in Eqs. (20) and (21)
an be extended to estimate the bandwidth of an electrostatic
ensor with square-shaped electrode. Fig. 9 shows the linear
elationship between the bandwidth of the impulse response and

c
a
f
T

ators A 141 (2008) 59–67

(at + γ(Dw/2))2/[1/2 + (at + γ(Dw/2))2]
3/2

)

))2/(1/2) + (at + γ(Dw/2))2)
(18)

he particle velocity. It is evident that the signal bandwidth is
etween 0 and a couple of kHz.

= a

Dw

. (21)

. Experimental results

Experiments were performed on the test rig shown in Fig. 10.
he electrostatic sensor was installed on one of the three possible

est sections. l in the experiments was 50 mm. The thickness of
he pipe walls was 6 mm. The maximal air velocity in the pipeline
as around 15 m/s. Solid particles used in the experiments were
lastic beads of a diameter approximately 3.2 mm.

.1. Signal waveform of a single particle

Fig. 11 gives a typical signal waveform when a single particle
ravels along the axis through the electrode for Dw = 1/25 or
xial width of 2 mm. Compared to the above theoretical impulse
esponse, the experimental waveform is totally reverse. The first
alf period is positive whilst the second half period is negative,
ndicating that the polarity of the charge carried by the plastic
eads in the test rig is negative. It is clear that the theoreti-
al waveform of a single particle moving through the electrode
grees well with that of the real signal waveform.

.2. Effects of the width Dw of the electrode

To study the effects of electrode width Dw, two electrodes
ith different axial widths were installed on the test section.
he two electrodes were very close to each other so that the two
ensors could be considered to measure the same particle flow
nder the same conditions except the electrode width. Wave-
orms shown in Fig. 12 with the particle moving along the axis
f the pipeline basically reflect intrinsic attributes of the two
ensors. The sensor with a wider electrode produced a signal
f longer period, as well as higher signal amplitude which was
ustified by the smaller amplifying gain of the electronics dur-
ng the experiment. In Fig. 12(b), the signal waveform from the
ensor of a shorter electrode has a wider bandwidth, which con-
orms to the theory that electrostatic sensor of a short axial width
nriches frequency information in the frequency domain.

.3. Effects of particle velocity V

The effects of particle velocity on the sensor output are dis-

ussed in a statistical way. Mean time intervals between positive
nd negative peaks of the acquired signal waveforms for dif-
erent air velocities and different electrode widths are listed in
able 1.
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Fig. 8. Frequency characteristics of the impulse response of the electrostatic
sensor (* and 
 represent the lower and upper cut-off frequencies, respectively).
(a) Normalized energy spectra for variable particle speed. (b) Normalized energy
s
D

n
m
a

a

Fig. 9. Relationship between the cut-off frequencies and point charge velocity.

Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of the test rig.
pectra for different particle passages. (c) Normalized energy spectra for variable

w.

Statistics of the mean time intervals between the positive and
egative peaks of the waveforms generally suggest that particles
oving axially through the electrode at a higher speed produce

shorter-period waveform.

Fig. 13 illustrates the signal energy spectra for two different
ir velocities. Obviously, the particle conveyed by air flow at Fig. 11. Typical signal waveform of a single charged particle.
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Fig. 12. Signal waveforms for variable Dw: (a) signal waveforms and (b) energy
spectrum.

Table 1
Mean time intervals between positive and negative peaks

Time interval (ms)

Dw = l/25 Dw = l/5

Va = 15.0 m/s 5.14 5.73
Va = 10.0 m/s 9.68 11.28

Va stands for the air velocity measured before particles are fed into the test rig
and l = 50 mm.

Fig. 13. Signal energy spectra at different air speeds.
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high-speed produces a wide-bandwidth signal, which agrees
ith above theoretical analysis.

.4. Other observations

Lower frequency information contributes substantially to the
cquired sensor signals in the frequency domain. If the cut-
ff frequencies of the filtering stage in the electronics are not
et properly, the output waveform of the sensor may result
n severe distortion. In addition, electrodes of a shorter axial
idth tend to produce relatively weaker signals, because a high
ain at the amplifying stage is necessary to achieve amplitude
omparability to signals from the electrodes of a larger axial
idth.

. Conclusion

Experimental results presented have shown a good agreement
ith the theoretical analysis, which verifies the applicability of

he electrostatic sensors to square-shaped pneumatic conveying
ipelines.

Electrostatic sensors with square-shaped electrodes per-
orm consistently with those with circular electrodes in some
espects. However, the difference between the square-shaped
lectrodes and circular ones lies primarily in the four sharp
orners. Particles moving near the corners of the electrode
ave more complex interactions with the sensing field than
he particles moving in the central part of the square-shaped
ipelines do.

The electrode’s axial width affects significantly the uni-
ormity of the sensing field as well as the spatial filtering
haracteristics. Excessively wide or short electrodes will give
nsatisfactory sensor performance. A compromise has to be
eached in the design of the sensor to achieve both a relatively
trong and uniform sensing field and a wide enough signal band-
idth. Results obtained in this study suggest that Dw = 1/25

s a good choice in view of signal bandwidth, sensing field
niformity and mechanical design.

The analysis based upon an approximate mathematical model
f the sensor has revealed to a larger extent the basic properties
f the square-shaped electrostatic sensors. Assumptions made
o simplify the modeling work in this study will surely affect the
bsolute accuracy of the models. Alternative techniques such as
inite Element Analysis of the electrostatic sensing field may
e explored in the near future.
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